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The MCFLS Database Maintenance Committee meeting was called to order by Steve Heser at 
9:05 a.m.

1. Introductions
Member introductions were made.

2. Approval of Minutes

Minutes were approved from the meeting of September 28th, 2016.

3. MCFLS Announcements

a. Sierra OS upgrade
 We had planned to perform the upgrade on Tuesday, April 18th but Innovative had 

to delay the implementation due to a scheduling error.  We will schedule the 
upgrade for some time in May but that has yet to be determined.  We need the 
upgrade to bring our Sierra application server into compliance with Paypal 
encryption standards by June 30th.

b. Report from IUG 2017 held in early April



 I spent most of the conference doing background work on INN-REACH for the 
PLSR project.  INN-REACH is a resource sharing tool that allows different ILS 
systems to share materials.

 Attended a very interesting session led by a representative from the National 
Library of Poland.  The topic was a complete redesign of their subject headings 
and descriptors to allow them to be more helpful in Encore.  This was a huge 
project for them and probably not applicable to us, but it shows the type of 
flexibility that can be had if a project like this was necessary.

 Sierra Web (the browser based interface for Sierra) is still at a five user limit.  
We’ve been asked to start using it for testing purposes. When we upgrade to 3.1 
soon we will have all the functionality but still limited to five simultaneous users.

 I also attended a valuable session on patron privacy.  As we have more access to 
information and work with more vendors, the importance of patron privacy is 
paramount.  Email messages are particularly insecure and leak privacy—there is 
generally no way to encrypt them well.  We’ll review what we do here and follow 
best practices. There is a LITA checklist available if you google ‘lita privacy 
checklist’

c. Sierra 3.1 upgrade (May/June 2017) and enhancements
 New holdshelf architecture
 Support for Ecommerce using Paypal encryption standards
 Raised max number of entries for RLOC/BLOC, addresses and branch tables
 Laying the groundwork for audit trail where you will be able to track record 

changes for all records, not just bibs.  (Hallelujah-can I get an amen?)
 Next release 3.2 by end of 2017 is planned to include the audit trail, the 

possibility of auto-renewal of items (unsure how that will work yet)
d. WILIUG Spring Conference held at Franklin Public Library, June 8th and 9th

 Pre-conference: Linked Data ( 1-4 pm, June 8th)
 Registration form will come out May 5th

e. Continuing Education opportunities
WLA Support Staff & Circulation Services Conference
May 25, 2017
The Fort Atkinson Club, Fort Atkinson
Info & Registration at http://sewilibraries.org

4. Review of report on Cat Flag analysis

a. Cat Flag j – Only 15 have not been updated in at least a month. Good work. Our cat 
flag system is the model for the state. 
Cat Flag h – as always, none of these are older than three months. Thank you.
Cat Flag k – the oldest bib is from March 10th, barely over one month. Great work!
Cat Flag o – Some libraries are flipping the bib to ‘t’ when the item is still in 
process. If processing cannot be completed without original cataloguing, please 
contact Central Cataloging. If Jacking notices items are in processing for a long 
time, Cathy will contact the owning library. The DBM committee page on the 
MCFLS site has a bibliographic enhancement report form to communicate with 
Nancy Wojnarowicz. Please use it!



Cat Flag t – As always, these are great. 
Cat Flag a – When items are received, please convert the ‘a’ to a ‘t’. These look 
much better, down from 131 to 48. Please review file 114 and correct your library 
errors. 
Cat flag l/m – Rebecca Desch has been working on maps, but for the most part 
these numbers will be relatively static. 
Cat Flag z – Fairly consistent since September, looking good!  

5. Review of procedure to find possible dupe DVD records and avoid multiple hold
queues. How is this working? 

Every night around 9pm a process looks for duplicate DVDs added within the last six 
months and sends a list to Joan. Joan looks at these to see if they can be merged (if they 
have the same number of disks, same runtime, etc.). If there is not enough information, she 
leaves them. She will merge regular DVD and Rental DVD records, and both ISBNs will be 
added to the final record. The more information libraries can get on the record, the more 
quickly Joan can deal with these. Please continue adding RR to Rental DVDs even though 
the larger bib may include conventional DVDs as well. The gap note can be used to indicate 
Blu-ray. 

6. Benefits of packaging uniformity.  Cathy Markwiese will discuss changes taking place 
at MPL and possibilities for standardization.

Milwaukee is moving all DVD locking cases from the type using the yellow sticks to One 
Time cases starting with single disc items. They will do TV series in a later project. 

7. Change to authority name record; great example of cooperation among MCFLS 
members.

Nancy Shimon from Shorewood asked Nancy Wojnarowicz why one of Henry VIII’s wives 
had a name spelled one way instead of another and Jackie Ganiere wrote it up for the 
Library of Congress!

8. Review of the process of adding brief items to the database and facilitating the quick 
overlay of full MARC records

The committee reviewed this procedure point by point using a handout.

9. Break

The committee elected to forgo a break to end earlier. 

10. Open Forum

There was a discussion about the advantages of using the extended view while logged into 
County Cat in staff mode and the view in the classic catalog. This can randomly log out. 
Steve has an open call with Innovative.

Nancy Shimon asked when it was appropriate to create a new bib record. Nancy 
Wojnarowicz said that a reissue date can be the same as a reprint, if all other points match. 



If an item has been revised or illustrated, it would need a new record. New binding does not 
warrant a new record. 

Item types do not come with lone rules. Just because an itype exists, that does not mean 
your library necessarily has a loan rule to go with it. Consult with Steve before using a new 
itype. 

11. Next meeting date: Sept 20th, 2017

12. Adjournment – the meeting was adjourned at 10:45am. 
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